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Dog Songs - Mary Oliver 2015-09-29
Beloved by her readers, special to the poet's own
heart, Mary Oliver's dog poems offer a special
window into her world. Dog Songs collects some
of the most cherished poems together with new
works, offering a portrait of Oliver's relationship
to the companions that have accompanied her
daily walks, warmed her home, and inspired her
work. To be illustrated with images of the dogs
themselves, the subjects will come to colorful life
here. These are poems of love and laughter,
heartbreak and grief. In these pages we visit
with old friends, including Oliver's well-loved
Percy, and meet still others. Throughout, the
many dogs of Oliver's life emerge as fellow
travelers, but also as guides, spirits capable of
opening our eyes to the lessons of the moment
and the joys of nature and connection. Dog
Songs is a testament to the power and depth of
the human-animal exchange, from an observer of
extraordinary vision
A Good Cry - Nikki Giovanni 2017-10-24
The poetry of Nikki Giovanni has spurred
movements, turned hearts and informed
generations. She’s been hailed as a firebrand, a
radical, a courageous activist who has spoken
out on the sensitive issues that touch our
national consciousness, including race and
gender, social justice, protest, violence in the
home and in the streets, and why black lives
matter. One of America’s most celebrated poets
looks inward in this powerful collection, a
rumination on her life and the people who have
shaped her. As energetic and relevant as ever,
Nikki now offers us an intimate, affecting, and
illuminating look at her personal history and the
mysteries of her own heart. In A Good Cry, she
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takes us into her confidence, describing the joy
and peril of aging and recalling the violence that
permeated her parents’ marriage and her early
life. She pays homage to the people who have
given her life meaning and joy: her
grandparents, who took her in and saved her
life; the poets and thinkers who have influenced
her; and the students who have surrounded her.
Nikki also celebrates her good friend, Maya
Angelou, and the many years of friendship,
poetry, and kitchen-table laughter they shared
before Angelou’s death in 2014.
Blue Pastures - Mary Oliver 1995
With consummate craftsmanship, Mary Oliver
has fashioned fifteen luminous prose pieces: on
nature, writing, and herself and those around
her. She praises Whitman, denounces cuteness,
notes where to find the extraordinary, and extols
solitude.
Red Bird - Mary Oliver 2008-04-01
Red bird came all winter / firing up the
landscape / as nothing else could. So begins
Mary Oliver's twelfth book of poetry, and the
image of that fiery bird stays with the reader,
appearing in unexpected forms and guises until,
in a postscript, he explains himself: "For truly
the body needs / a song, a spirit, a soul. And no
less, to make this work, / the soul has need of a
body, / and I am both of the earth and I am of
the inexplicable / beauty of heaven / where I fly
so easily, so welcome, yes, / and this is why I
have been sent, to teach this to your heart." This
collection of sixty-one new poems, the most ever
in a single volume of Oliver's work, includes an
entirely new direction in the poet's work: a cycle
of eleven linked love poems-a dazzling
achievement. As in all of Mary Oliver's work, the
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pages overflow with her keen observation of the
natural world and her gratitude for its gifts, for
the many people she has loved in her seventy
years, as well as for her disobedient dog, Percy.
But here, too, the poet's attention turns with
ferocity to the degradation of the Earth and the
denigration of the peoples of the world by those
who love power. Red Bird is unquestionably
Mary Oliver's most wide-ranging volume to date.
Rules for the Dance - Mary Oliver 1998
An introduction to the sound, rhyme, meter, and
scansion of metrical poetry with examples from
the Elizabethan Age to Elizabeth Bishop
Evidence - Mary Oliver 2009-04-01
Never afraid to shed the pretense of academic
poetry, never shy of letting the power of an
image lie in unadorned language, Mary Oliver
offers us poems of arresting beauty that reflect
on the power of love and the great gifts of the
natural world. Inspired by the familiar lines from
William Wordsworth, “To me the meanest flower
that blows can give / Thoughts that do often lie
too deep for tears,” she uncovers the evidence
presented to us daily by nature, in rivers and
stones, willows and field corn, the mockingbird’s
“embellishments,” or the last hours of darkness.
Thirst - Mary Oliver 2006-10-15
Thirst, a collection of forty-three new poems
from Pulitzer Prize-winner Mary Oliver,
introduces two new directions in the poet's
work. Grappling with grief at the death of her
beloved partner of over forty years, she strives
to experience sorrow as a path to spiritual
progress, grief as part of loving and not its end.
And within these pages she chronicles for the
frst time her discovery of faith, without
abandoning the love of the physical world that
has been a hallmark of her work for four
decades.
Devotions - Mary Oliver 2020-11-10
A New York Times Bestseller, chosen as Oprah's
"Books That Help Me Through" for Oprah's Book
Club “No matter where one starts reading,
Devotions offers much to love, from Oliver's
exuberant dog poems to selections from the
Pulitzer Prize-winning American Primitive, and
Dream Work, one of her exceptional collections.
Perhaps more important, the luminous writing
provides respite from our crazy world and
demonstrates how mindfulness can define and
transform a life, moment by moment, poem by
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poem.” —The Washington Post “It’s as if the
poet herself has sidled beside the reader and
pointed us to the poems she considers most
worthy of deep consideration.” —Chicago
Tribune Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Mary Oliver
presents a personal selection of her best work in
this definitive collection spanning more than five
decades of her esteemed literary career.
Throughout her celebrated career, Mary Oliver
has touched countless readers with her
brilliantly crafted verse, expounding on her love
for the physical world and the powerful bonds
between all living things. Identified as "far and
away, this country's best selling poet" by Dwight
Garner, she now returns with a stunning and
definitive collection of her writing from the last
fifty years. Carefully curated, these 200 plus
poems feature Oliver's work from her very first
book of poetry, No Voyage and Other Poems,
published in 1963 at the age of 28, through her
most recent collection, Felicity, published in
2015. This timeless volume, arranged by Oliver
herself, showcases the beloved poet at her
edifying best. Within these pages, she provides
us with an extraordinary and invaluable
collection of her passionate, perceptive, and
much-treasured observations of the natural
world.
A Thousand Mornings - Mary Oliver 2013-09-24
The New York Times-bestselling collection of
poems from celebrated poet Mary Oliver In A
Thousand Mornings, Mary Oliver returns to the
imagery that has come to define her life’s work,
transporting us to the marshland and coastline
of her beloved home, Provincetown,
Massachusetts. Whether studying the leaves of a
tree or mourning her treasured dog Percy,
Oliver is open to the teachings contained in the
smallest of moments and explores with startling
clarity, humor, and kindness the mysteries of our
daily experience.
Tales of Two Planets - John Freeman
2020-08-04
Building from his acclaimed anthology Tales of
Two Americas, beloved writer and editor John
Freeman draws together a group of our greatest
writers from around the world to help us see
how the environmental crisis is hitting some of
the most vulnerable communities where they
live. In the past five years, John Freeman,
previously editor of Granta, has launched a
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celebrated international literary magazine,
Freeman's, and compiled two acclaimed
anthologies that deal with income inequality as it
is experienced. In the course of this work, one
major theme came up repeatedly: Climate
change is making already dire inequalities much
worse, devastating further the already
devastated. But the problems of climate change
are not restricted to those from the less
developed world. Galvanized by his
conversations with writers and activists around
the world, Freeman engaged with some of
today's most eloquent storytellers, many of
whom hail from the places under the most acute
stress--from the capital of Burundi to Bangkok,
Thailand. The response has been extraordinary.
Margaret Atwood conjures with a dys¬topian
future in a remarkable poem. Lauren Groff
whisks us to Florida; Edwidge Danticat to Haiti;
Tahmima Anam to Bangladesh; Yasmine El
Rashidi to Egypt, while Eka Kurniawan brings us
to Indonesia, Chinelo Okparanta to Nigeria, and
Anuradha Roy to the Himalayas in the wake of
floods, dam building, and drought. This is a
literary all-points bulletin of fiction, essays,
poems, and reportage about the most important
crisis of our times.
The Best American Essays 2009 - Mary Oliver
2009
Compiles the best literary essays of the year
originally published in American periodicals
A Poetry Handbook - Mary Oliver 1994
Offers advice on reading and writing poetry, and
discusses imitation, sound, the line, poem forms,
free verse, diction, imagery, revision, and
workshops
What Do We Know - Mary Oliver 2002-04-08
For the many admirers of Mary Oliver's dazzling
poetry and luminous vision, as well as for those
who may only now be discovering her work,
What Do We Know will be a revelation and, in
the words of Stanley Kunitz, "a blessing." These
forty poems—of observing, of searching, of
pausing, of astonishment, of giving
thanks—embrace in every sense the natural
world, its unrepeatable moments and its
ceaseless cycles. Mary Oliver evokes
unforgettable images—from one hundred whitesided dolphins on a summer day to bees that
have memorized every stalk and leaf in a
field—even as she reminds us, after Emerson,
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that "the invisible and imponderable is the sole
fact."What was most wonderful?The sea, and its
wide shoulders;the sea and its triangles;the sea
lying back on its long athlete's spine.What did
you think was happening?The green breast of
the hummingbird;the eye of the pond;the wet
face of the lily;the bright, puckered knee of the
broken oak;the red tulip of the fox's mouth;the
up-swing, the down-pour, the frayed sleeve of
the first snow—so the gods shake us from our
sleep.—from "Gratitude"
Dream Work - Mary Oliver 2014-11-04
Dream Work, a collection of forty-five poems,
follows both chronologically and logically Mary
Oliver's American Primitive, which won her the
Pulitzer Prize for the finest book of poetry
published in 1983 by an American poet. The
depth and diversity of perceptual awareness—so
steadfast and radiant in American
Primitive—continue in DreamWork. She has
turned her attention in these poems to the
solitary and difficult labors of the spirit—to
accepting the truth about one's personal world,
and to valuing the triumphs while transcending
the failures of human relationships. Whether by
way of inheritance—as in her poem about the
Holocaust—or through a painful glimpse into the
present—as in Acid, a poem about an injured boy
begging in the streets of Indonesia—the events
and tendencies of history take on a new
importance here. More deeply than in her
previous volumes, the sensibility behind these
poems has merged with the world. Mary Oliver's
willingness to be joyful continues, deepened by
self-awareness, by experience, and by choice.
House of Light - Mary Oliver 2012-03-28
This collection of poems by Mary Oliver once
again invites the reader to step across the
threshold of ordinary life into a world of natural
and spiritual luminosity. Tell me, what is it you
plan to do with your one wild and precious life?
—Mary Oliver, "The Summer Day" (one of the
poems in this volume) Winner of a 1991
Christopher Award Winner of the 1991 Boston
Globe Lawrence L. Winship Book Award
Blue Iris - Mary Oliver 2004-09-15
For poet Mary Oliver, nature is full of mystery
and miracle. From the excitation of birds in the
sky to the flowers and plants that are "the simple
garments" of the earth, the natural world is her
text of both the earth's changes and its
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permanence. In Blue Iris, Mary Oliver collects
ten new poems, two dozen of her poems written
over the last two decades, and two previously
unpublished essays on the beauty and wonder of
plants. The poet considers roses, of course, as
well as poppies and peonies; lilies and morning
glories; the thick-bodied black oak and the
fragrant white pine; the tall sunflower and the
slender bean. James Dickey has said of her, "Far
beneath the surface-flash of linguistic effect,
Mary Oliver works her quiet and mysterious
spell. It is a true spell, unlike any other poet's,
the enchantment of the true maker." In Blue Iris,
she has captured with breathtaking clarity the
true enchantment and mysterious spell of
flowers and plants of all sorts and their magnetic
hold on us. From the Hardcover edition.
Twelve Moons - Mary Oliver 1979-08-30
In her fourth volume of poetry, Twelve Moons,
Pulitzer Prize-winning Mary Oliver continues to
explore the alluring, yet well-nigh inaccessible
kingdoms of nature and human relationships,
and man's profound, persistent desire for a
joyous union with them. these vibrant, magical
poems pulse with an aching awareness of
nature's unaffected beauty. Her absorbing
intimate vision leads us into the natural and
human kingdoms we only fleetingly grasp.
Rise and Float - Brian Tierney 2022-02-08
Chosen by Randall Mann as a winner of the Jake
Adam York Prize, Brian Tierney’s Rise and Float
depicts the journey of a poet
working—remarkably, miraculously—to make
our most profound, private wounds visible on the
page. With the “corpse of Frost” under his heel,
Tierney reckons with a life that resists poetic
rendition. The transgenerational impact of
mental illness, a struggle with disordered eating,
a father’s death from cancer, the loss of loved
ones to addiction and suicide—all of these
compound to “month after / month” and “dream
/ after dream” of struck-through lines. Still,
Tierney commands poetry’s cathartic potential
through searing images: wallpaper peeling like
“wrist skin when a grater slips,” a “laugh as
good as a scream,” pears as hard as a tumor.
These poems commune with their ghosts not to
overcome, but to release. The course of Rise and
Float is not straightforward. Where one poem
gently confesses to “trying, these days, to
believe again / in people,” another concedes that
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“defeat / sometimes is defeat / without purpose.”
Look: the chair is just a chair.” But therein lies
the beauty of this collection: in the proximity
(and occasional overlap) of these voices, we see
something alluringly, openly human. Between a
boy “torn open” by dogs and a suicide, “two
beautiful teenagers are kissing.” Between
screams, something intimate—hope, however
difficult it may be.
The Truro Bear and Other Adventures - Mary
Oliver 2008-10-01
The Truro Bear and Other Adventures, a
companion volume to Owls and Other Fantasies
and Blue Iris, brings together ten new poems,
thirty-five of Oliver's classic poems, and two
essays all about mammals, insects, and reptiles.
The award-winning poet considers beasts of all
kinds: bears, snakes, spiders, porcupines,
humpback whales, hermit crabs, and, of course,
her beloved but disobedient little dog, Percy.
George MacDonald in the Age of Miracles Timothy Larsen 2018-11-20
In this Hansen Lectureship volume, Timothy
Larsen considers the legacy of George
MacDonald, the Victorian Scottish author and
minister who is best known for his pioneering
fantasy literature. Larsen explores how
MacDonald sought to counteract skepticism,
unbelief, naturalism, and materialism and to
herald instead the reality of the miraculous, the
supernatural, the wondrous, and the realm of
the spirit.
West Wind - Mary Oliver 1997
A collection of forty poems that explore the
transformation of love and nature over time.
Upstream - Mary Oliver 2019-10-29
One of O, The Oprah Magazine’s Ten Best Books
of the Year The New York Times bestselling
collection of essays from beloved poet, Mary
Oliver. “There's hardly a page in my copy of
Upstream that isn't folded down or underlined
and scribbled on, so charged is Oliver's language
. . .” —Maureen Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air
“Uniting essays from Oliver’s previous books and
elsewhere, this gem of a collection offers a
compelling synthesis of the poet’s thoughts on
the natural, spiritual and artistic worlds . . .”
—The New York Times “In the beginning I was
so young and such a stranger to myself I hardly
existed. I had to go out into the world and see it
and hear it and react to it, before I knew at all
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who I was, what I was, what I wanted to be.” So
begins Upstream, a collection of essays in which
revered poet Mary Oliver reflects on her
willingness, as a young child and as an adult, to
lose herself within the beauty and mysteries of
both the natural world and the world of
literature. Emphasizing the significance of her
childhood “friend” Walt Whitman, through
whose work she first understood that a poem is a
temple, “a place to enter, and in which to feel,”
and who encouraged her to vanish into the world
of her writing, Oliver meditates on the forces
that allowed her to create a life for herself out of
work and love. As she writes, “I could not be a
poet without the natural world. Someone else
could. But not me. For me the door to the woods
is the door to the temple.” Upstream follows
Oliver as she contemplates the pleasure of
artistic labor, her boundless curiosity for the
flora and fauna that surround her, and the
responsibility she has inherited from Shelley,
Wordsworth, Emerson, Poe, and Frost, the great
thinkers and writers of the past, to live
thoughtfully, intelligently, and to observe with
passion. Throughout this collection, Oliver
positions not just herself upstream but us as well
as she encourages us all to keep moving, to lose
ourselves in the awe of the unknown, and to give
power and time to the creative and whimsical
urges that live within us.
The Selected Poems of Wendell Berry Wendell Berry 2010-08
This rich volume reflects the development of
Berry's poetic sensibility. ''the Selected Poems of
Wendell Berry makes available cartloads and
heaps of clear and fluent work from Berry's
fourteen books of poetry and four decades of
writing, closely documenting the inner and the
visible lives Berry sees and feels in agriculture
and in nature.''
Why I Wake Early - Mary Oliver 2005-04-15
The forty-seven new works in this volume
include poems on crickets, toads, trout lilies,
black snakes, goldenrod, bears, greeting the
morning, watching the deer, and, finally,
lingering in happiness. Each poem is imbued
with the extraordinary perceptions of a poet who
considers the everyday in our lives and the
natural world around us and finds a multitude of
reasons to wake early.
Things I wish you knew - Evelyne Mikulicz
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2017-04-24
Everytime, he looked at me, it broke my heart a
little bit more. Everytime he went away, I wrote.
When he came back, I lived again. And in the
end it fell apart.
Owls and Other Fantasies - Mary Oliver
2006-04-01
Pulitzer-prize-winning poet Mary Oliver collects
26 of her poems about the birds that have been
such an important part of her life Within these
pages you will find hawks, hummingbirds, and
herons; kingfishers, catbirds, and crows; swans,
swallows and, of course, the snowy owl, among a
dozen others-including ten poems that have
never before been collected. She adds two
beautifully crafted essays, “Owls,” selected for
the Best American Essays series, and “Bird,” a
new essay that will surely take its place among
the classics of the genre. In the words of the
poet Stanley Kunitz, “Mary Oliver's poetry is fine
and deep; it reads like a blessing. Her special
gift is to connect us with our sources in the
natural world, its beauties and terrors and
mysteries and consolations.” For anyone who
values poetry and essays, for anyone who cares
about birds, Owls and Other Fantasies will be a
treasured gift; for those who love both, it will be
essential reading.
Felicity - Mary Oliver 2015-10-13
“A breezy, inviting collection of love poems that
celebrates the divine as much as it does the
natural world or human relationships . . . An
eloquent celebration of simple joy from one of
America’s most beloved poets.” —The
Washington Post “Oliver’s poems are thoroughly
convincing—as genuine, moving, and implausible
as the first caressing breeze of spring.” —New
York Times Book Review Mary Oliver, winner of
the Pulitzer Prize, celebrates love in this
collection of poems "If I have any secret stash of
poems, anywhere, it might be about love, not
anger," Mary Oliver once said in an interview.
Finally, in her stunning new collection, Felicity,
we can immerse ourselves in Oliver’s love
poems. Here, great happiness abounds. Our
most delicate chronicler of physical landscape,
Oliver has described her work as loving the
world. With Felicity she examines what it means
to love another person. She opens our eyes
again to the territory within our own hearts; to
the wild and to the quiet. In these poems, she
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describes—with joy—the strangeness and
wonder of human connection. As in Blue Horses,
Dog Songs, and A Thousand Mornings, with
Felicity Oliver honors love, life, and beauty.
Devotions - Mary Oliver 2017-10-10
A New York Times Bestseller, chosen as Oprah's
"Books That Help Me Through" for Oprah's Book
Club “No matter where one starts reading,
Devotions offers much to love, from Oliver's
exuberant dog poems to selections from the
Pulitzer Prize-winning American Primitive, and
Dream Work, one of her exceptional collections.
Perhaps more important, the luminous writing
provides respite from our crazy world and
demonstrates how mindfulness can define and
transform a life, moment by moment, poem by
poem.” —The Washington Post “It’s as if the
poet herself has sidled beside the reader and
pointed us to the poems she considers most
worthy of deep consideration.” —Chicago
Tribune Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Mary Oliver
presents a personal selection of her best work in
this definitive collection spanning more than five
decades of her esteemed literary career.
Throughout her celebrated career, Mary Oliver
has touched countless readers with her
brilliantly crafted verse, expounding on her love
for the physical world and the powerful bonds
between all living things. Identified as "far and
away, this country's best selling poet" by Dwight
Garner, she now returns with a stunning and
definitive collection of her writing from the last
fifty years. Carefully curated, these 200 plus
poems feature Oliver's work from her very first
book of poetry, No Voyage and Other Poems,
published in 1963 at the age of 28, through her
most recent collection, Felicity, published in
2015. This timeless volume, arranged by Oliver
herself, showcases the beloved poet at her
edifying best. Within these pages, she provides
us with an extraordinary and invaluable
collection of her passionate, perceptive, and
much-treasured observations of the natural
world.
Winter Hours - Mary Oliver 1999
A winner of both the National Book Award and
Pulitzer Prize presents a lyrical, intensely
personal collection of essays and poetry that
covers such topics as turtle eggs, her favorite
poets, housebuilding, the flight of swans, and
her own remarkable literary endeavors. 15,000
devotions-the-selected-poems-of-mary-oliver

first printing.
Long Life - Mary Oliver 2005-03-02
Poets must read and study, but also they must
learn to tilt and whisper, shout, or dance, each
in his or her own way, or we might just as well
copy the old books. But, no, that would never do,
for always the new self swimming around in the
old world feels itself uniquely verbal. And that is
just the point: how the world, moist and
bountiful, calls to each of us to make a new and
serious response. That's the big question, the
one the world throws at you every morning.
'Here you are, alive. Would you like to make a
comment?' This book is my comment.--from the
Foreword.
Swan - Mary Oliver 2012-03-27
“Joy is not made to be a crumb,” writes Mary
Oliver, and certainly joy abounds in her new
book of poetry and prose poems. Swan, her
twentieth volume, shows us that, though we may
be “made out of the dust of stars,” we are of the
world she captures here so vividly. Swan is
Oliver’s tribute to “the mortal way” of desiring
and living in the world, to which the poet is
renowned for having always been “totally loyal.”
New and Selected Poems - Mary Oliver 1992
One of the astonishing aspects of [Oliver's] work
is the consistency of tone over this long period.
What changes is an increased focus on nature
and an increased precision with language that
has made her one of our very best poets. . . .
These poems sustain us rather than divert us.
Although few poets have fewer human beings in
their poems than Mary Oliver, it is ironic that
few poets also go so far to help us forward.
The Best American Poetry 2021 - David
Lehman 2021-09-28
The 2021 edition of the leading collection of
contemporary American poetry is guest edited
by the former US Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith,
providing renewed proof that this is “a ‘best’
anthology that really lives up to its title”
(Chicago Tribune). Since 1988, The Best
American Poetry series has been “one of the
mainstays of the poetry publication world”
(Academy of American Poets). Each volume
presents a choice of the year’s most memorable
poems, with comments from the poets
themselves lending insight into their work. The
guest editor of The Best American Poetry 2021 is
Tracy K. Smith, the former United States Poet
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Laureate, whose own poems are, Toi Derricotte’s
words, “beautiful and serene” in their surfaces
with an underlying “sense of an unknown
vastness.” In The Best American Poetry 2021,
Smith has selected a distinguished array of
works both vast and beautiful by such important
voices as Henri Cole, Billy Collins, Louise
Erdrich, Nobel laureate Louise Glück, Terrance
Hayes, and Kevin Young.
Devotions - Mary Oliver 2017-10-10
A New York Times Bestseller, chosen as Oprah's
"Books That Help Me Through" for Oprah's Book
Club “No matter where one starts reading,
Devotions offers much to love, from Oliver's
exuberant dog poems to selections from the
Pulitzer Prize-winning American Primitive, and
Dream Work, one of her exceptional collections.
Perhaps more important, the luminous writing
provides respite from our crazy world and
demonstrates how mindfulness can define and
transform a life, moment by moment, poem by
poem.” —The Washington Post “It’s as if the
poet herself has sidled beside the reader and
pointed us to the poems she considers most
worthy of deep consideration.” —Chicago
Tribune Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Mary Oliver
presents a personal selection of her best work in
this definitive collection spanning more than five
decades of her esteemed literary career.
Throughout her celebrated career, Mary Oliver
has touched countless readers with her
brilliantly crafted verse, expounding on her love
for the physical world and the powerful bonds
between all living things. Identified as "far and
away, this country's best selling poet" by Dwight
Garner, she now returns with a stunning and
definitive collection of her writing from the last
fifty years. Carefully curated, these 200 plus
poems feature Oliver's work from her very first
book of poetry, No Voyage and Other Poems,
published in 1963 at the age of 28, through her
most recent collection, Felicity, published in
2015. This timeless volume, arranged by Oliver
herself, showcases the beloved poet at her
edifying best. Within these pages, she provides
us with an extraordinary and invaluable
collection of her passionate, perceptive, and
much-treasured observations of the natural
world.
Many Miles - Mary Oliver 2010-04
Presents forty-one of the author's favorite
devotions-the-selected-poems-of-mary-oliver

poems, including a variety of short poems,
poems about her bichon Percy, and such classics
as "Doesn't Every Poet Write a Poem about
Unrequited Love?" and "The Dipper."
Wild Geese - Mary Oliver 2004
Mary Oliver is one of America's best-loved poets,
the winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award. Her luminous poetry celebrates
nature and beauty, love and the spirit, silence
and wonder, extending the visionary American
tradition of Whitman, Emerson, Frost and Emily
Dickinson. Her extraordinary poetry is nourished
by her intimate knowledge and minute daily
observation of the New England coast, its woods
and ponds, its birds and animals, plants and
trees.
Blue Horses - Mary Oliver 2014-10-14
In this stunning collection of new poems, Mary
Oliver returns to the imagery that has defined
her life’s work, describing with wonder both the
everyday and the unaffected beauty of nature.
Herons, sparrows, owls, and kingfishers flit
across the page in meditations on love, artistry,
and impermanence. Whether considering a
bird’s nest, the seeming patience of oak trees, or
the artworks of Franz Marc, Oliver reminds us of
the transformative power of attention and how
much can be contained within the smallest
moments. At its heart, Blue Horses asks what it
means to truly belong to this world, to live in it
attuned to all its changes. Humorous, gentle,
and always honest, Oliver is a visionary of the
natural world.
White Pine - Mary Oliver 1994
Forty poems deal with the bonds between people
and the natural world, the writing experience,
and the importance of silence
The Leaf And The Cloud - Mary Oliver
2000-10-04
With piercing clarity and craftsmanship, Mary
Oliver has fashioned an unforgettable poem of
questioning and discovery, about what is
observable and what is not, about what passes
and what persists. As Stanley Kunitz has said:
"Mary Oliver's poetry is fine and deep; it reads
like a blessing. Her special gift is to connect us
with our sources in the natural world, its
beauties and terrors and mysteries and
consolations."
American Primitive - Mary Oliver 1983-04-30
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry Her most
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acclaimed volume of poetry, American Primitive
contains fifty visionary poems about nature, the
humanity in love, and the wilderness of America,
both within our bodies and outside. "American
Primitive enchants me with the purity of its lyric
voice, the loving freshness of its perceptions,
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and the singular glow of a spiritual life
brightening the pages." -- Stanley Kunitz "These
poems are natural growths out of a loam of
perception and feeling, and instinctive skill with
language makes them seem effortless. Reading
them is a sensual delight." -- May Swenson
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